READING
Reading the notes you have made, textbooks and any other resources you can find.

DEFINITIONS
Learn the exam definitions for all the key words and concepts, these are easy single marks.

FLASH CARDS
Create flash cards for all the key topics with the title on one side and the content on the other, use them to learn everything until you can recite the content perfectly.

SUMMARIES
Start reducing the content of the flash cards by summarising them into shorter and shorter summaries. Why not use mind maps to do this visually?

PAST PAPERS
Practice and practice past papers and self assess until you have worked through each one at least three times!

PEER TESTING
Use your friends to test you whilst you test them and be really mean when marking the answers, pick questions that are tricky so that you both improve. Why not use Skype?

OVER LEARNING
Be the authority on the mark scheme, learn it so well that you can quote it. Find out more about each topic so you can go above and beyond the work covered.